New Targets and New Agents in High-Risk Multiple Myeloma.
Advances in the treatment of multiple myeloma have resulted in dramatic improvements in outcomes for patients. The newly emerging profiling of mutations emerging as a consequence of large prospective sequencing studies such as the CoMMpass Study or other efforts from European investigators are not further helping to define the place and role for personalized medicine in myeloma. While mutations such as NRAS, KRAS, and BRAF do occur in myeloma, it is not clear that targeting them as a single drug strategy will result in meaningful responses or durations of response. Personalized medicine in multiple myeloma at this time likely entails the use of risk-based approaches for maintenance therapy, the use of current biology-based treatments such as proteasome inhibitors, and immunomodulatory agents, with an eye towards the use of mutation-specific treatments in the setting of minimal residual disease or in concert with biology-based treatments overall.